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Volume 83, Number 8

Waiting To Get Our Panties Back Since 1920

Sniper Trial Begins
Liz Richards
Editor-in-Chief
The trial of John' Allen
Muhammad, the suspect of
last fall's sniper shootings,
began with a surprising, statement from Muhammad who
decided to defend himself in
court.
According to the Associated
Press, Muhammad began his
opening statements by quoting
Jesus and explaining the meaning of truth.
'"Ye
shall know the
truth...the facts should help
us identify what's a lie, [and]
what's not a lie," said
Muhammad.
He is being charged with
capital murder in the killing of
Dean Harold Meyers, a 53year-old Vietnam veteran who
was shot last October during
the sniper's three week shooting spree in Maryland,
Virginia, and Washington D.C.
It is believed that the shootings were part of a plot to

extort $10 million.
Fifteen days after the killing,
Lee Boyd Malvo, another suspect in the trial, and
Muhammad were found sleeping in their vehicle at a highway rest stop.
Within the first five minutes
of his arguments, Muhammad
did not mention anything
about the sniper shootings,
instead he spoke of his children, and asked the jury to pay
close attention to detail
because, "my life and my son's
life is on the line," referring to
Malvo who is believed to have
pulled the trigger, killing
Meyers.
All suspects in the trial are
being tried first in Virginia due
to its harsh capital punishment
laws.
Second to Texas, which has
310 executions, Virginia has
sentenced 89 criminals to the
death penalty since the U.S.
Supreme Court permitted the
restoration of capital punishment in 1976.

McGann and
Stwodak To
Present

JSO Celebrates Harvest

This sukkah was sponsored by the Jewish Student Organization
(JSO) and erected behind Lankford Student Union in honor of the
Festival of Sukkot. This Jewish holiday is a celebration of the harvest and a commemoration of the forty years during which the
children of Israel wandered in the desert. The word "Sukkot"
means "booths" and the sukkah is a temporary shelter that the people would live in during the seven days of Sukkot. All information
courtesy of http://www.jewfaq.org.

Pantij Raid on Longwood s Campus
This article was originally printed
in the Farmville Herald in 1953.

Kent Booty
LUPublic Rtlations
A foreign service officer involved
in
rebuilding
Iraq
and
Afghanistan will discuss U.S foreign policy, and an Afghan-born
employee will discuss his native
country, Wednesday, November
12, at 7 p.m. in Longwood
University's Wygal Auditorium.
Steven McGann, director of
the Office of Assistance for Asia
and the Near East in the U.S.
State Department's Bureau of
Population,
Refugees
and
Migration, will speak on "The
Role of Humanitarian Assistance
in U.S. Foreign Policy."
Ibrahim Stwodah, a longtime
Longwood librarian, will speak
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about Afghanistan after the fall of
the Taliban, focusing on social
and economic conditions today
and on the reconstruction. In his
remarks,
titled
"Personal
Reflections," he also will give a
brief history of the country.

See FOREIGN p. 5

Hampden-Sydney College students have been forbidden dates
with Longwood College students
indefinitely, as a result of a
"panty" raid staged last Thursday
night by a group of HampdenSydney College students on
Longwood College dormitories
Dr. Dabney Lancaster immediately until further notice.
Dr. Edgar Gammon president
of Hampden-Sydney College,
said the incident was very
deplorable and that appropriate
action would be taken. Such matters are referred to the Student
Assembly, which now has it under
consideration.

The Hampden-Sydney Student
Assembly, which is charged with
students acts at the College, has
been in session since the occurrence and on Monday at a Student
Body meeting disciplinary action
was to have been recommended.
The raid occurred Thursday
night shordy after 11:30 o'clock
when as many as fifty HampdenSydney College students entered
the dormitories.
Entrance in some cases was
made by breaking windows and
door locks. The principal raid was
on the junior-senior dormitory,
Cunningham Hall, where the
matron and a senior student
attacked the raiders with brooms.
The raid, a recurrence of the
rash of "pantie" raids which

swept colleges last year, was over
in a short time. A considerable
quantity of lingerie was taken,
before police reached the scene.
Local and State officers set up
road blocks and patrolled the
entrance roads to HampdenSydney College and collected
some of the lingerie taken from
the dormitories.
Names of 18 Hampden-Sydney'
students thought to be implicated
in the raid were furnished by
school authorities.
Damage to school buildings is
estimated between 525 and $30,
being broken windows and
screens principally. The students
lost an estimated $230.00 worth of
lingerie, a part of which was
recovered.

Editorial
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Words From the Editor

I will openly admit to watching
the show Jackass and liking it.
I think the stunts on the
show are hilarious, and the
stuff they think of amazes me.
I'm surprised they haven't run
out of ideas.
Call me twisted, but my
favorite segments are when
Bam Margera slaps around his
dad, Phil.
A movie has even been
made based on the popular
MTV show, and Johnnv

Knoxville is nothing short of
a celebrity these days.
The show has started a revolution, and is, in reality television, a genre all its own.
What strikes me is the number of people who try EvilKanevil-like. stunts on their
own. Why?
Recendy I read about this
guy who jumped off of
Niagra Falls, and had a friend
videotape the whole thing.
There is only one other person to have ever survived a
leap from the falls without a
life jacket or life-preserving
device of any kind; no all others have been so fortunate.
According to the story, the
police have ruled out suicide,
which apparendy happens a
lot at Niagra Falls, and they
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think he was doing this as a
stunt.
Falling down a fountain that
gushes 150,000 gallons per
second, and living to tell the
tale might give someone bragging rights, but after a while
your friends get sick of hearing how vou body surfed the
falls.
Life is so precious, and
while it might be funny (and
entertaining) to see Knoxville
staple his ass cheeks together,
it's quite another when someone is so careless with their
fragile existence.

Liz Richards
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Want to write for ...
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Editor-in-Chief

-

Letter to tke Editor
Dear riditor:
Tobacco is a big issue on campuses nationwide. Almost every
campus has developed a smokefree policy or is in the process of
doing so.
Cigarette smoke is much
more dangerous than what many
people are aware of. A report
from the Surgeon General stated
that cigarette smoke is the primary cause of cancer deaths in
the United States.
Along with causing cancer, it
speeds up the heart, attacks the
lungs, can cause cataracts in the
eyes, stains your teeth, as well as
causing your skin to have a grayish tint, which is called "smokers
face."
Of course these are just a few
of many. It can also cause infertility in women as well as men,
and lots of time does. Women
who smoke are three times more
likely to be infertile.
Women that smoke also reach
menopause 1V* years earlier than
non-smokers.
Secondhand smoke is just as
dangerous. It is considered to be
a group A carcinogen, which
means that it causes cancer.
Secondhand smoke is the
third leading cause of preventable death in the country. As a
smoker you may be aware of
what the smoke is doing to you.

but did you ever stop and think
about what it might be doing to
those around you.-'
People who are exposed daily
to secondhand smoke have a
thirty percent higher death and
disease rate than that of a nonsmoker.
Did you know that pets of
smokers have up to a fifty percent greater chance of developing cancer, and that smoke from
one-cigarette can remain in a
room for up to five hours after
smoking?
On a positive note, the majority of college students do not
smoke. However, when surveyed
on this question, many report
their perceptions to be the opposite.
It may look like the majority of
your campus smokes, but in reality they don't. In fact, 7 out of 10
Longwood University students
DONT smoke.
While the majority of the campus doesn't smoke, many of the
sorority and fraternity members
unfortunately do not meet this
profile.
The Health and Wellness
Center has collected data on this
topic and are in the midst of putting it all together. We do know
that the majority of the new
members in the sororities come
in saying that they do not smoke.

However, by the time they are
a sister, this number tends to
decrease and by a pretty significant amount.
What is the explanation for
this? Members of sororities and
fraternities are looked upon as
being positive role models for
the new members.
Often times the younger
members will look up to the
older members for advice and
guidance. This particular statistic
is a little bothersome.
Why are new members coming in as non-smokers and leaving as smokers? There will be
more on this in the near future.
As a concerned member of a
sorority, I am simply trying to
make people aware of the consequences of smoking.
Smoking is not something that
just stops overnight and I know
that. But by providing some facts
and insights it is a good first step.
In fact most smokers do want to
quit.
There are people out there,
such as friends, family members,
and health educators and workers, who will help and support
you every step of the way.
Always remember: where
there is a will there is a way. And
for the majority of students that
don't smoke, keep up the healthy
behaviors!

Opinion
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props and drops
Props:
+ To being a cockeyed optimist.
+ To colored panties
The/"Act(MUt" i*youroutletforbattUng-yocialty'uttU^arxd/thingythatiuckt Thi*L*your
your chance^ to do- xttnething- about yocietal evil*-, irntead/ ofjuit whining- about the*>u Soipeak- up arid/ act up. - Because', if you-'re- not mad/, you-'re/ not paying- attentioni I mail/
ActVi/iit ideay to- rotunda@longwood.edu*

Can't We All Just Get Along?
ment they had just in case something happened there.
In years past, the First
I wonder why it is that organiza- Responder organization has protions on campus are unable to get vided a standby for all of
Oktoberfest so that people like
along with each other.
During Oktoberfest, the radio me didn't have to worry about it.
station put me in charge of security I know this because I myself
for Battle of the Bands. I have been spent last Oktoberfest sitting in
in security and later in EMS for the mule watching Violent
about three years now, so I have Femmes.
Now that this organization has
had experience with doing these
chosen to distance itself from the
sorts of events.
This experience has taught me people they have the responsibilitwo things: first, to take the job ty of protecting, this is no longer
seriously, and to prepare for the the case. So as the person responworst because when you are not sible for ensuring the fun and
prepared for the worst, that's when safety of everyone, it then became
my job to ensure that this need
it happens.
I'm not saying that the task was was fulfilled should it become
difficult, especially considering how necessary.
Not only was I ignored in my
many people patronized Battle of
the Bands this year, but still 1 had a request to borrow the equipment,
responsibility to everyone that was but later when I went to the office
there to protect them and make area to get something else, I
noticed that it had all been
sure they had a good time.
In attempting to fulfill this mis- cleaned out and locked away so
sion, I contacted the former presi- that no one could get to it.
This bothered me.
dent of the now disbanded First
It bothered me to the point
Responders. I wanted to borrow
some of the basic medical equip- where I had to write a letter not
Willatd A. Vaughn
Opinion Editor

only to the SGA president, but also
Dr. Pierson.
It bothers me that one organization would do this to another organization, especially considering that
both organizations, in theory, share
the same goal of doing what is best
for the Longwood community.
It also bothers me because my
student activity fees went to pay for
the equipment that the First
Responders carried. Now, since this
organization is not part of
Longwood, but rather an auxiliary
unit of Prince Edward Volunteer
Rescue Squad,' the equipment that
they carried is now state property
(according to the SGA president).
Yet I, a trained and qualified individual that wanted to do nothing
more than take my task seriously and
provide this coverage should it
become necessary, could not do so,
because the equipment that I paid
for was locked up so that I couldn't
have it.
Fortunately, it did not become an
issue, but if it had, you have to wonder who would be responsible.

See UNITY p. 19

U.S Patriot Act not a Violation of Civil Liberties
Anonymous Author
There has been much published
about the USA Patriot Act
(USAPA), passed overwhelmingly
by Congress after September
11th, and alleged violations of
civil liberties surrounding the law.
However, there hasn't been
much in the way of substantive
debate.
Left-wing opponents assault
the new law as an attack on our
civil liberties while very rarely citing specifics within the amendments that direcdy threaten us.
Civil libertarians, concerned
with government intrusion, also
criticize the bill as too far reaching, while again, failing to mention the critical aspects of the bill.
Despite hyperbole from indi-

viduals such as Jerry Barlow and
organizations such as the
American Civil liberties Union
(ACLU) there is a lack of hard
evidence that suggests the
Patriot Act is a threat to our
freedoms.
Most of the provisions within
the Patriot Act were already laws
prior to 9/11. It is strange why
activists would start opposing
such measures now when they
have been in place for many
years.
In fact, the Pen Register
Amendment, (the provision that
allows officials to seek a court
order on envelope information
of internet transmissions)
received endorsement by the
Clinton White house in July of
2000 ("U.S Hopes to Extend

Online Wiretapping" - Washington
Post, July 17, 2000). Prior to that.
Congress and the courts upheld
individual parts of the act legislatively and through court cases,
respectively.
The act collected hundreds of
minor amendments to federal law,
grouped into 10 subparts or
"Titles" on these amendments
from immigration to money laundering. There is the common misconception that the Patriot Act
actually created new statutes, but in
fact, most were simply modifications to U.S code, Chapter 18,
specifically. The Patriot Act only
broadened law enforcement's reach
when it came to terrorist investigation.

See PATRIOT p. 19

+ To thongs
+ To Latina Ballerina
+ To the French Toast Man
+ To Little Miss Santa Slut
+ To the dude that jumped into Niagra Falls
+ To boobies

+ To skid Marks
+ To reduced job prospects
+ To girls that leave their ass hanging out of their jeans
+ To running out of Cafe Money
+ To Five Million Papers due next week
+ To Kitten Mutilators

Speak Out
Wkat do you tkink of Pantu Raids?

"Do you get them back?"
—Ashley, Sophomore

"How desperate do you have to
be to get some booty?!"
-M. Foshay, Junior

"I've never done it, but I think it'd
be fun."
—Nick, Fresh/nan

Tve always wanted to travel."
-Victoria S., Thong

News
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Thompson Talks About Drugs,
Do You Want to Hear Something Really Scary?

Alcohol, And Sexual Assault
Stephanie Riggiby
Staff Advisor

the smoking of marijuana and
cocaine and a booklet used in
law education programs on
college campuses.
Thompson also discussed
the use of consensual search
forms on campus.
The form is used when a
resident is suspected of using
narcotics in their dorm room,
according to Thompson.
The form is then signed by
the resident of the dorm
room, giving Thompson per-

Investigator John Thompson
led students in a discussion
about drugs in the college
environment on Wednesday,
October 22.
Thompson held a very
detailed discussion, despite the
fact his scheduled co-speaker
Chief Charles Lowe was
unable to attend, due to an illness.
Thompson has worked in
law enforce- ^^^_^^__
^^_^^^^_^^^^^^_^
mission
to
freely search
ment
since
the
room
1972 and has
worked
in
until the resiNarcotics here drink and urillK and. dent
asks
at Longwood
him to stop. .
since 1992.
At
this
Topics
point,
Thompson
included the
said
he
various dangers of illicit
would
call
another offidrugs and how
cer to the
they can be ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^
used in sexual
location
assaults. Thompson centered while he would go to the
much of his discussion on courthouse in town swear out a
"date rape clubs," most specif- search warrant.
Thompson said that if resiically parties off campus.
"They make you drink and dents were up front with him
drink and drink until you're and presented all contraband,
he would do whatever he could
obliterated," said Thompson.
He used various visual aids to help them.
"I always ask them to tell me
to illustrate points, including
marijuana collected from a the truth and I always stick the
search, paraphernalia used in honor code in there," he said.

Tliey make you

'

Lancer Productions, the campus activity board, has
added to their yeariy Halloween traditions. Along
with the yearly hayrides and Dr. Jordan's
near-legendary presentation, there will now be a
camp-style bonfire, complete with marshmallows and
scary stories. Here's the lineup:
Sunday, 26th:
8-9 p.m.
Dr. Jordan's presentation:
Once Upon a Time at Longwood,
Tales from Under the Ground
9-11 p.m.
Haunted Hayrides
Ride around campus and learn which ghost haunts your
dorm
Bonfire
Out on the Wygal parking lot
Listen to scary stories, or tell one yourself
Bring your own marshmallows
(Hayride signup and starting point)

drink until you re
obliterated.

-Thompson

Friday, 31
Movie: 28 Days Later, 7:30 p.m., Lankford ABC Rooms

Along with the LP activities, here are other ways to
have fun for Halloween on campus:
Thursday, 30th
Children trick-or-treat in Dining hall and dorms
»
Friday, 31
Halloween parry and costume contest in the commuter
lounge in Lancaster
S.Tabb haunted House

The Shortest Distance Between You and a Job...
Get your foot in the door
Career
Center

IMJUS

tout

it

Make reservations now to attend
upcoming workshops/programs
♦ Lancaster 139
♦ 395.2063
♦ career@longwood.edu
Calendar of
workshops/events can be
found on website
www. longwood. edu/career

...Is Straight Through Our Door!

,

Roommate Wanted
I am looking for a female student to
sublease a room from me spring semester of
2004 in a four bedroom townhouse in
Stanley Park. Rent will be $275 a month.
Contact information: Paula Speight
392.4391 (home) or (703)
217.5663 (cell) 808 Grace St.

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call
for
group
discounts.
Information/Reservations
1 -800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com.

News
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FOREIGN cont'd p. 1
The program is part of
International Awareness Week.
McGann was deputy director of the Office for Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Bangladesh
Affairs in the Bureau of South
Asia Affairs from 2000 to
2002.
Since joining the Foreign
Service in 1979, he also has
served with the U.S. Mission to
the United Nations for UN.
Security Council Affairs,
responsible for Central and
South Asia and Cyprus, as well
as at U.S. embassies and consulates in Kenya, South Africa,
Zaire, Australia and Taiwan.
Stwodah (pronounced Stewduh), a reference librarian who
has worked at Longwood
Library since 1981, has been
personally affected by the
political turmoil that has
gripped his homeland for a
quarter-century.
A native of Kabul, the capital, he graduated from Kabul
University in 1964 and worked
at the university (teaching
English and editing publica-

tions) before studying at the
University of Wyoming for
three months in 1967 in an
exchange program.
He went straight from there
to Indiana University, where he
earned a master's degree two
years later and met his wife, a
fellow graduate student.
After returning home, he
became director of Kabul
University Libraries, and his
wife, an American, taught at
the American International
High School.
The Soviet Union invaded in
1979 and established a
Communist government, and
he was replaced by a
Communist party member.
"My family and I managed
to leave Afghanistan at the end
of 1980," said Stwodah, who
has seven children, including
five from a previous marriage.
Three of Stwodah's children
- son Naweed and daughters
Fikria and Khalida - graduated
from Longwood in 1991.
Along with their two older
siblings, they were in the first
group that escaped from
Afghanistan into neighboring

PAGE 5

Pakistan.
They had to travel by themselves
from
Kabul
to
Islamabad, Pakistan, which
took two weeks.
They spent 40 days in
Pakistan before the entire family was reunited there and flew
to the United States in early
November that year.
The ultra-orthodox Islamic
militia known as the Taliban
ruled
Afghanistan
from
September 1996 until being
overthrown in November 2001
by a U.S. military campaign.
They had taken power after
several years of unrest and civil
war - they were the third faction to seize power over a fouryear period - which followed a
nine-year war with the Soviet
Union in which about a million
Afghans were killed, at least
half of the population was displaced and the countryside was
devastated.
The Soviets, who had been
opposed by US.-funded mujahadeen ("holy warriors"), withdrew from Afghanistan in 1989
after more than 25,000 of their
soldiers were killed.

"At first there was a warm
welcome for the Taliban. The
people were fed up with war
by that point," Stwodah said,
adding that support waned as
their brutality became evident.
By the time of the U.S. war
against
Afghanistan,
the
Taliban government, which
harbored Osama bin Laden
and was widely criticized for its
human rights abuses, had
diplomatic relations with only
Pakistan.
Many of the former Taliban
leaders have retreated to what
Stwodah called the "tribal belt"
between Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
"They're trying to regain
power, but they're not welcome back," he said.
Afghanistan was governed
by a monarchy from its birth in
1747 until 1973 when the king,
during a visit to Italy, was overthrown in a coup d'etat by his
cousin, Mohammed Daoud,
who gradually instituted a
more democratic government,
Stwodah said. Daoud was
killed in a bloody Communist
coup in 1978, touching off a

fractious power struggle that
led to the Soviet invasion in
December 1979.
Stwodah is a member of the
Tajik ethnic group, which comprises close to 30 percent of
the Afghan population, and his
native language is Dary, the
predominant language of business.
He still has cousins and
other relatives in Afghanistan,
which he has not visited since
leaving in 1980, though his siblings are also in Virginia.
"I'm very optimistic about
Afghanistan's future," said
Stwodah, whose wife Patricia
taught at Prince Edward
Country High School until
1995.
"Business
is
booming.
Schools, especially for girls, are
opening. International banking
has started.
The value of the Afghani
(unit of currency) with the dollar exchange is worth more
than the money of Pakistan or
India.
It will take time to stabilize
the country, but it's going to
shape up."

LONGWOOD
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(Will be part of the HampdenSydney vs. Longwood Basketball Game)

202 High Street
315-8787

If you have any questions, please call x2102
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CHI SIGMA IOTA. INTERNATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
FOR COUNSELORS. IS VERY PROUD TO INTRODUCE ITS
NEWEST GRADUATE MEMBERS TO LONGWOOD
(PICTURED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT):

WMLU Fired by Atkletics
Longwood radio station will no
longer cover basketball games
Stacey Klultz
Staff Writer
Over the summer, commercial
announcers from VC'PAK radio
were hired by the Athletic
Department here at Longwood to
broadcast away games in an effort
to improve coverage.
A contract
was signed
with WPAK

the decision over the summer after
they were unhappy with WMLU's
performances at the basketball
games, according to Canada.
"WMLU is more than welcome
to air any games," Mazzuto said in
response to this.
"We would be delighted to have
them do it," he added. "This is
good training
for the students but the
reach is the
most important to get as
much coverage as possible,"
The radio station, WMLU, is
continuing their announcing at
Longwood's home basketball
games with help from WPAK for
away games,
"We are perfectly happy with
the change in program," said Matt
Taylor, WMLU General Manager.
"As long as we can announce that
is all that matters."

"TkeAtkletic

radio

to

broadcast 35

Depart ment...was not

nappy witnWMLU's

of the men
and women's
basketball
games, according to Rick
Mazzuto, Longwood Athletic
Director.
The new system will allow full
web cast coverage of the games.
"We have no real opinion about
it," saTd Aaron Canada, WMLU's
sports manager. "There is no controversy we just feel it was pushed
on us
."
The Athletic Department made

performance

Tracy Miller-Goode; Ebony Lynch; Tami Park; Sharon Lyles; Alvena Greene; Holly
Campbell; LaNeisha Banner: Katrina Stevens; Paula Johnson; David Skipper

Dr. Nancy Blattner, Interim Associate Provost for Graduate
Studies and Support Programs, was the speaker for the initiation ceremony and Dr. Carolyn Cooper, Associate Professor
of Guidance and Counseling is the advisor for the group.

Express

Need Help with a Writing Assignment?
The Longwood Writing Center provides:
-Help with papers from any class or discipline
-Friendly student staff
And best of all it's absolutely free!
Hours:
M- 6-10
W- 10- noon, 6- 10
F-1- 5
17R- 9:30- noon, 3- 7,8- 10

AMERILUBE
Oil Change Center
1806 Peery Drive ~ Farmville, VA
434-315-5500
Mon- Fri 8 am- 6 p.m./Sat 8 a.m.- 3 p.m.

Located in the Graham Building. Call 2578
for more information or appointments.

EY OFFICE SUPPLY. INC,

Oil/Filter/Lube:
Wash Windshield
Check Air Filler

$20.99

Full Service:
12 Poim Safety Cheek
Top Ail Fluids
Check Tire Pressure
Wuh Windshield

$25.99

Du-ftbiMd:
Includes Full Service

$35.99

Syatfcetk:

$49.99

Includes FuU Service
Hn—hHl PfciM Chaage:

$79.99

Radiator Flask:

10% discount for Longwood Students
Printer Cartridges for Lexmark, Hewlett-Packard, and Canon
121 North Main St
Farmvie, VA
OFFICE SUPPLES - OFFICE MACHINES - OFFICE FURNITURE

$59.95

r — — -mmm*
I
$1.00 OFF!
I

1

|

$3.00 OFF!
CHL CHANGE

F* Santa Or*
INolVWUIMtiAnyOI«rOan
E«fM 12-31-03

I
■
I

ttOCrowderSt
Soy* Hill. VA 23970
434-447-5823

fc

| OIUFILTER/LUBE

%t

Not VMM Vrtti Any Otar Ottn
fcUpin* 12-3143

51 Cottage Green Drive

,VA 23005
804-798.I7S5
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Wkat Are The Facts On Ipso Facto? General Wilson to Speak
Stephanie Riggsby
Su$ Advisor

Are you an English major?
Perhaps
you
are
a
Communication Studies major.
This silent but deadly newletter Could you be a Political Science
has been appearing on campus major? This author wonders.
for two volumes and is in its
Your top ten list of
fourth issue this semester.
Oktoberfest questions makes
Though this one page flyer is one think. But this author
chock full of a wide variety of must ponder on such musings
articles, many questions remain. on "Rohypnol," "Monkey
Who is the author? How is it Pox," and "Klown."
getting published? Why are you
Is this and the newsletter's
not writing for The Rotunda?
ponderings on the future of
Ipso Facto, which means "by the University really and truly
that very fact, by the fact itself," "the long and wood of it?"
translated by William Whitaker
This author is interested in
at www. erols.com, appears to knowing whether or not the
be, in fact, no way factual.
mysterious Mr. Roark is making
To the best of this author's any money on "the series of
recollection, President Bush hydraulically operated mechanihas never visited Longwood cal arms" that are now in
University in effort for peace, charge of the production of
no commuters who are seem- this newsletter.
ingly enduring on campus withWas it worth sacrificing
drawal, and no students run- complete control of your
ning around in "UnafilliateA" t- paper?
shirts.
And yet, the students of
The author, known only to Longwood University wait with
readers as "H. Roark," is baited breath for your next
knowledgeable and humorous.
installment. Are you getting

feedback at your Hotmail
address?
Who is the author of the
"Sunchase Monolith?" Why do
you give free advertising to the
Fox Network and Tide?
Are you one who lives as if
tomorrow will expire and learns
as if you are always alive?
Will you next attack the loss
of Boston to New York for the
World Series Playoffs? Arc you
a sports fan?
What year are you? What are
your interests? Will you be
printing up your next installment soon?
So many are left to wonder as
they walk through these hallowed halls whether or not they
will look up and see the latest
edition.
Most students can count
on The Rotunda, but can they
count on you Mr. Roark?
But this author will pose a
final question: If you reveal
yourself, would you be as
interesting? We'll see.

* &ottwm« Contest
fitey, Cctflw 31,2003
Commuter Lounge (Lanfcfortlj

Kent Booty
WPMcfUinum
Lieutenant General Samuel V.
Wilson of nearby Rice, once the
nation's top military intelligence
officer, will speak on "American
Foreign Policy in the Age of
Terrorism" on Monday, November
10, at 7 p.m. in Longwood
University's Wygal Auditorium.
General Wilson was director of
the Defense Intelligence Agency
(DIA) in 1976-77 just before retiring from active military service following a distinguished 37-yeat
career, and he held two separate
deputy directorships for the DIA in
1973-74.
He was deputy to the director of
the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) for the Intelligence
Community in 1974-76. A Russian
speaker and expert on the former
Soviet Union, he was US. defense
attache in Moscow in the early
1970s.
In his military career, during
which he rose from infantry private
to lieutenant general, General

Madeline's
House
African American ^JL
Women's Hair Care *^«
Products needed!

■ J ■

Refreshments 5

Scary ^V»tfes

Come t* have yaur pfeNre ta|cen by n©©n
Sfcf by

a

MM(

v*te between 12 and" 1:30 f .m.

Prkes available fbr winners

Sponsored by CSA

Wilson spent half of his time in
intelligence and half in special
operations.
A highly decorated World War II
veteran, he fought with the fabled
"Merrill's Marauders" in the Nc
Burma campaign in 1944.
He traveled extensively throughout the former Soviet Union and
other Iron Curtain countries in the
late 1940s and 1950s with the State
Department's Diplomatic Pouch
and Courier Service; he was an official interpreter in Berlin, Potsdam
and Vienna and a liaison with
Soviet armed forces in the former
East Germany and Austria.
General Wilson, a native of Rice,
was president of Hampden-Sydney
College from 1992 until retiring in
2000.
He is the college's President
Emeritus and Wheat Visiting
Professor in Leadership He served
on Longwood's Board of Visitors
from 1983 to 1987.
His talk is part of Longwood's
celebration of International
Awareness Week.

-

Partially used products
Welcomed (Shampoo, moisturizer*, etc.)

Drop off donations in
Commuter Lounge (located in
Lankford)
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LP Movie

Field Hockey

Women's Soccer

Field Hockey

Legally Blond II
ABC Rooms
7:30 p.m.

@Shippensburg (PA] >
Noon

vs. VMI
5 p.m.

vs. Roanoke
3 p.m.

Gyre Meeting

Mock Honor
Board Meeting

Charlotte Room
6 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom
7 p.m.

'80s Night
'

Mulligan's
r\ u
9 p.m.

luft

Outdoor Club

y

28

Will Cheating Hurt
Your Carter?

^29

Lankford Ballroom
7 p.m.

♦So

vs. Virginia'Wesleyan

Open Expressions
Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Klezmer Band

Women's Soccer

Hiner 207
3:30- 4:30 p.m.

SGA Meeting

Lancer 208
7 p.m.

Open Mike Night/CAA
Meeting
Java Hut
7:30 p.m.

Dr. Jordan's
Ghost Stories
Grand Dining Room

Baptist Student Union

g- 9 p.m.

Behind Stubbs
5:15 rp.m.

Men's Soccer
LP Comedy/Novelty
Committee Meeting
Charlotte Room
8 p.m.

W.I.L.L. Meeting
TBA
9:15 p.m.

Martial Arts Club
Tabb Wrestling Room
7:30- 9:30 p.m.

vs. Lynchburg
7 p.m.

WMLU Meeting
Hi

ner 207
9 p.m.

Unity Alliance
Grainger G16
8 p.m.

LP Traditions
Meeting
Nottoway Room
8 p.m.

Are you looking for an apartment
for the spring semester?
For just $250/monthj fou can sublet a single
room with private bath. Comes with bed, desk,
chair, and dresser. Free ethernet hookup
through Longwood. All utilities except phone
and cable included in rent.
Call 392-2252 for more information.

Hay Rides

InterVorsity Christian
Fellowship

Wygal Parking Lot
9-11 p.m.

Hull Auditorium
8:30 p.m.

CN

F *

Bonfire
Wygal Parking Lot
9-11 p.m.

:

BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR
Rehearsal
If you love to sioj and
praise GOD then this
Is the place for you.
Evcrv Thursday
Wygal 106 7 p.m.

j
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MLJ TWO Cents:
Willard Vaughn
Opinion liditer
This is a busy time of the year
for me, so I decided this week
to visit one of the many advice
websites and answer some of
the questions.
From
user
Chica_Power
(www.grlposse.com): Okay I've been
dating this guy for 10 months now.
But during our relationship I've
done stuff to hurt him. for example
I kissed another guy. now he doesnt
trust me and he doesnt let me do
anything he always thinks I am
going to hurt him I really just dont
know what to do. I love him but I'm
not sure which way to go with him
My Advice: You're doing
stuff to hurt him because
you're bored with him and you
don't have enough intestinal

Relationships Gone Awru

fortitude to dump him. Move claims that she believed that I would
on with your life and let him cheat on her, so she was trying to
do the same
"stay a step ahead of the game" by
From user H (www.consciouslov- cheating on me before I cheated on
ing.com): My girlfriend and I have her. She claims that she has no feelbeen dating for 2 years now. We ings for him whatsoever, but such
have confirmed to each other that as things are so easy to say just to make
soon as the right time comes, we'll amends and there's no way for me to
get married. However, the reason tell whether she's lying to me or not.
that this "right time" isn't here is On top of that, when I pursue this
because of our long distance from subject, she becomes impatient at me
one another due to college. I thought for keep on "digging" it up. Now,
I could trust her, and I thought that we've been in college for 2 years. We
she trusted me, but then about 3 only made it official after 1 year of
days ago I found out that she cheat- college and neither of us had any
ed on me with a friend from school interest in anyone else. Yet after we
over 4 months ago. She claims that made it official she finally cheated on
she felt neglected by me, and that she me. Do you think what she did was
was angry at me because she thought really based on what she told me?
I was having "a lot of fun" at my 1 'hat she did it out of emotional selfcollege, so she wanted to get back at defense?
me. At the same time she also
My advice: Dump the girl

Ambassador Spotligkt: Joan of Arc
Emily Miller
Guest Writer
Joan of Arc was bom in 1412 in
France and raised on a small
farm.
When she was about 13 years
old, she began to hear voices. At
first the voices told her to behave
because God had a special plan
for her life.
At this time, England and
France had been at war for about
100 years.
When she was 14, the voices
told her that she needed to drive
the English back off of French
lands.
For two years, she studied military science, history, the structure
of the church, and French culture.
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At age 16 she began to rally
with the traditional leaders of the
community and was put in charge
of a military unit.
Joan and her army began to
release the French territories
from English control. She was
made commander of almost the
entire French military.
The English were on the brink
of being forced back to their own
soil when Joan was betrayed by
jealous French officers and captured by the enemy. She was 18.
The English military tried Joan
as a witch not as an enemy military commander and she was
burned at the stake.
After she was burned, the executioner commanded that the
embers be pulled away from the
body so everyone could see that

this 'witch' was dead.
When they did this, they
noticed that her heart hadn't been
burned.
It was doused with oil and
burned until the next day when
her remains were thrown into a
river.
There are two statues of Joan
of Arc on campus. One is 'Joanie
on the Pony' and it sits in the
Colonnades. It was given to the
college in 1927.
The other is 'Joanie on the
stony' and it used to sit in the
Rotunda, but was moved to the
dining hall. This was a gift from
the class of 1914.
Thanks to Dr. Jordan of the
Anthropology Department for providing
information.

"Labels are for Things, not People."
Mental Health Awareness Week.
April 12-16,2004

and make her hurt for what
she did to you. Find someone
that is going to care and
respect you for who you are
and never mention girl #l's
name again.
From unnamed user (www.consciousloving.com): I met a man who
I was instantfy attracted to both in
a physical and a personality way. I
made the mistake of falling into bed
with him way too soon. At first, he
could not get enough of me. He
called me several times every day.
We spent weekends together as well
as a night or two a week. Now, he
calls less often and we see each other
less often. At first it seemed we
could talk. Now, if I try to begin
any kind of personal conversation
or even try to tell him I love him or
other tenderness, he immediately

turns me off. He does not respond in
kind. He does not "converse" about
any subject it seems except sexual
ones. I try to interest him in doing
other things, going places, etc. he is
not interested. On the other hand, he
ACTS as if he cares, gets jealous,
etc.
My advice: If you want to
keep him as a dance partner, by
all means do so. But don't
expect anything else out of
him because you're not going
to get it. If this- is too hard to
handle, get some therapy.
If you have any relationship,
love, or sexuality questions feel
free to send them to rotunda@longwood.edu. As always,
be careful with each other's
hearts; the next one that breaks
might be yours.

Becoming aTeaeW?
Or
Interested in Matk?
With only 11 NCTM student affiliate groups in
the country, join Virginia's first:
Join Longwood University's
Student Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Meeting-November 3rd, 7:00- Hiner 107
If you have any questions contact:
Stephanie Bowles (President)slbowles@longwood.edu
Dr. Gary Nelson (Faculty Advisor)gtaelson@longwood.edu

Habitat for Humanity

Interested in sharing your experience with a mental illness?
Be a member of a panel of students that serve to inform
and educate our peers on mental health issues.

In search of officers:
President, Vice President
Secretary and Treasure

For more information, contact
Jenn Colvin
jlcolvin@longwood.edu

If you are interested please pickup an application
at the Career Center in Lancaster.
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Greek Involvement on Longwoocl s Campus
Shannon Harrison
PR Manager

Greeks make up a large percent of campus organizations,
making them leaders in the
Longwood Community.
The Greek women's GPA is
higher then the overall
women's GPA of Longwood.
Once involved in a Sorority
or Fraternity students are
encouraged to broaden their
horizons and give their time
and individual talent to campus improvement.
In addition to the executive
councils that exist within every
Greek organization and the
Panhellenic council that consists of all Greeks, they are
leaders in many campus organizations.
When referring to a general-

ized group of people it's
imperative to put aside stereotypes, but many students have
a hard time doing so when it
comes to Greeks.
"Joining a sorority opened a
lot of doors, I'm now
involved in Kappa Delta Pi
fThe Nationally Recognized
Fraternity for Teachers), [and]
ODK
(The
National
Leadership Honor Society)
and Judicial Board,"Ashley
Lankey replied, when asked
what fraternal life has done
for her, that
To show a few ways Greeks
strengthen the student body,
The Up till Dawn, Executive
Board is made up entirely of
Greeks and raises money for
Saint Jude's Research hospital.
Individually, Greeks sponsor many events around cam-

pus. Philanthropic events are
brought to campus by each
sorority throughout the year.
For example, the Sigma
Kappa's along with Mortar
Board put on the Alzheimer's
Walk; Zeta Tau Alpha puts on
the Bowl-a-Thon to raise
money for the Susan B.
Komen foundation for breast
cancer awareness; Kappa
Delta does the Shamrock Run
every spring.
The Student Government
Association, The Judicial
Board, and The Honor Board
are all elected positions.
Longwood students choose
the best leaders to represent
the student body in making
critical decisions.
The fact that almost half of
those that sit on these boards
are Greek shows the strength

of our Greek system.
Greeks are often confronted
with how Independants are
going to embrace Greek-life.
They have to deal with how
Independants and administration are going to perceive
members of sororities and fraternities who want to be recognized for what they do outside
of their sorority or fraternity.
One Independent student
stated "when you are not
Greek you tend to notice the
things Greeks do. They standout and sometimes it makes
you intimidated seeing so
many in other organizations."
Another . Independent student comments, "Seeing
Greeks being active around
campus makes me rethink
what it's all about being
Greek."
By taking the initiative to
become involved, the number
of Greeks around campus will
continue to rise.
Inside the Greek community, there is The Order of
Omega, an Honorary Greek
Organization composed of

the leading members of
NPHC, IFC, and CPC with a
cumulative GPA of at least
2.75.
They put on Greek Week,
which is dedicated to service,
scholarship, brotherhood/sisterhood, and social enrichment, held the week leading up
to Spring Weekend.
Finally, to mention a few
outstanding Greeks, the SGA
president Mike Smith is a
member of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity, Emily Conkey, Michelle
Ash, Dora Teal, Jean-Marie
Weaver are just a few of
Longwood's Resident Assistant
staff, the Editor of The Rotunda
is a member of Delta Zeta, and
many
members
of
S.E.A.L.(Student Educators for
Active Leadership) and SAFE
(Student Association for a
Fearless Environment) arc
Greeks.
Being Greek is about getting
involved and living to be the
best you can be, meaning you
are not only representing the
Greek system but Longwood
as a whole.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
AWARENESS WEEK
OCTOBER 20-24. 2003
Tuesday, October 21,2003
Alcohol Jeopardy 6:00-7:30PM Amelia Room
Come learn facts about alcohol in a fun and interactive format.
Come compete against others and take away some information
that can help you make healthy decisions in your everyday life.
Paula's "Letters from London" will return next week, the above picture is
of her and her hailmates before they headed to the Ministry of Sound, a
nightclub in London.
Back L to K- Visitor, Me, Melanie, Visitor, Cristina, Sarah, and Ellen Front L to R.- Kelly, Claudia

To Lead is to Serve
Princeps would like to recognize:
Kim Redford
Dr. Larissa Smith
Heather Van Dyke
Monet Salvadore
Shannon Tooley
Sarah Woitesheck
Dave Ramirez

Wednesday, October 22, 2003
All you ever wanted to know about drugs... And more
6:00- 7:30PM Lankford ABC Rooms
Come hear Investigator John Thompson and Chief Charles
Lowe talk about drugs in the college environment. They will
enlighten you on different drugs and tell you all you ever wondered about and some things you may not have.
Thursday, October 23,2003
What's your UPI?
6:00-7:30PM Amelia Room
What's a UPI you ask? Well come find out while taking part in
a fun and interactive program that deals with alcohol and some
pretty interesting situations students seem to find themselves in
after a night of partying. BASED ON ACTUAL SITUATIONS
SUBMITTED BY LONGWOOD STUDENTS.
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CD Review: Atom and His Package
Leslie Smith
News Editor
As for his new CD, Attention! Blah
Blah Blah, Goren is mixing his
punk views with good fun. Track
three, "The Palestinians Are Not
the Same Thing as the Rebel
Alliance, Jackass," tries to send a
message across to the listeners
about the war, with lyrics like:
"You're so Leftist/You're so
pro-peace/you're hate the death
penalty/But love it in the Middle
East."
Songs like "I, Professional
Gambler," "Does Anyone Else
in this Room Want to Marry His
or Her Own Grandmother?",
and "I'm Downright Amazed at
What I Can Destroy with Just a
Hammer," have more of a satirical twist to them, due to the
focus of the songs.
While Goren may not have the
most conventional sound, it is
definitely a fun CD to try out if
you like punk bands like Dead
Kennedys or Planet Smashers.
1.Possession

lO.LyingTo You
11.Dear Atom, You Do Not
Want Children, Love Atom
12.For Aliza, Wherever She May
Sleep
13.Matt Werth Speaks

2.Mustache TV
3.The Palestinians Are Not The
Same Thing As The Rebel
Alliance, Jackass
4.Does Anyone Else In This
Room Want To Marry His or Her
Own Grandmother?
5.1, Professional Gambler

When you listen to Atom and
His Package, it may seem like
there are many people singing,
- and maybe even many people in
his band.
i /. * / *
But, you will be interested to
know that he writes, performs,
and records all of the music himself with a QY700 Music
Sequencer, an RM1X music
sequencer, and a B.C. Rich guitar.
A Pennsylvania-native, Adam
Goren, aka Atom, has toured
internationally, including trails
across the entire U.S.A., Canada,
Japan, the UK, Netherlands,
Belgium, and Germany.
6.0ut To Everyone
You can find bumper stickers
7.Friend, Please Stop Smoking
proclaiming, "My Child is an
8.Head With Arms
9.1'm Downright Amazed At Honor Student at the Punk Rock
What I Can Destroy With Just A Academy" and "Go Metric. Now"
at www.atomandhispackage.com.
Hammer
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Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level
horseback riding students. Part-time
two to three afternoons/week. Teaching
experience a must. Contact JoAnn Jones,
evenings @ 983-3247.

Book Review: Dirty Girl s Social Club
Liz Richard*
Editor-in-Chief
Alisa Valdes-Rodriguez has
penned a masterpiece with her
novel. The Dirty Girl's Social Club.
Six Latin women who became
friends in college are now in their
late twenties and are all on the
verge of achieving the life they
want.
None of the characters are perfect, they are unhappy with their
luke warm love lives, and dissatisfied with their jobs.
Each chapter is narrated by one
of the six characters, which makes
for interesting plot shifts.
Lauren is a columnist for her
local paper. Usnavys is looking
for a man who can afford her
expensive taste. Rebecca is a successful magazine publisher, but is

not as successful with her marriage. Elizabeth, a TV anchor, has
a secret that could ruin her career.
Sara is a Martha Stuart-esque
mother, but is paying a large bundle for her lavish lifestyle. Amber
is a musician trying to break into
the business.
The six women reconvene
every year at their annual "Sucias"
meeting (That's "dirty girls" in
Spanish).
The book starts out with their
meeting at a small restaurant. The
women, while very close friends in
college, have grown into their
own and are now six very different personalities.
No matter what life hands
these women, their friendship has
endured the test of time.
This book is a perfect read for
any woman, and a great gift idea.

Simchah
A Klezmer music experience
from UVA will be performing!

SuiAdaij October 26th
You'll make it through college because you've got dedication
and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also
have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bill.Tuition
Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll
still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that
will help you get your college degree. In
VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard.YOU CAN!

Lfli/tteford Ballroom,
Enjoy great music, a Jewish cultural experience, and great knoshl (snacks)
Brought to you by the Jewish Student Organization (JSO)
and the Office of Multicultural Affairs.
SPECIAL THANK/ TO /GA. ARAMARK. AMD THE
LANK FORD STUDENT UNION.

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com
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by Ellie Woodruff

Libra(Sep.23-Oct22)
Keep uour panties on. Longwood already has
enough of an STD problem.
Scorpio (Oct 25.-Nov. 21)
Stop stealing your grandmothers panties. Even
those aren't big anough to cover your ass.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)
Close uour legs, the environment is polluted
enougk Do us all a favor and wear extra
panties.
Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)
Wasb uour panties. Tbat last trip to Taco
Bell left some tracks.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Relax, don't get uour panties in a bunck It hurts more when you pull out the hairs.
j
Places (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
Chi is watching. I wouldn't run around drunk again this weekend with uour panties on uour head, or without uour panties

for that matter.
Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
Just because uou wear a G-string doesn't mean uou have to ask guys to floss. Flossing is supposed to remove crusties from
yout teeth, not add to them.
Taurus (April 20-Mau 20)
It is acceptable to admire uour girlfriend's panties, but it is not acceptable to borrow them.
Gemini (May 21-June 20
Don't get caught with uour panties down- now that would be a full moon.
Cancer (June 21-Julu 22)
Just because uour sign is a crab doesn't mean uou have to give them a home in uour panties.
Leo (Julu 23-And. 22)
Shave, there is not enough room left in your panties for uour mane.

Viiao(Ana.2We|x22)
Your virginal white panties won't fool anyone. You were spotted last week in front of the train.

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
at Longwood University
Every Tuesday at 7pm in the "B" & "C"
room of Lankford.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is charged with
music, given to humor, and deals with everything
from relationships to the nature of truth.

Visit us on the web at

www.longwoodchialpha.com

Storts
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Men s Cross Country Finishes Third Year
Sports Information

Longwood University totaled 494
points to finish 15th among 20
teams
at
the
Gettysburg
Invitational October 18 in
Pennsylvania.
It was the final competition of
the season for the Lancers, in their
third year of existence under firstyear head coach Rich Firth.
At Gettysburg, Longwood was
led
by
freshman
Keith
Smith/Powhatan (Powhatan) who
finished 51st overall among 198
runners with his new schoolrecord time of 28:18 in the 8K
race.

Smith was followed by classmate Chris Gibbs/Richmond
(LC. Bird) (30:52, 143rd), senior
Greg
Harrison/Fairfax
(Robinson) (31:33, 151st), freshman Wes Spece/Martinsville
(Carlisle) (32:31, 160th), sophomore
John
Lampkins/
Chesapeake (Western Branch)
(33:08, 167th), along with freshman Deo Smith/Bridgeport,
Conn. (Kolbe Cathedral) (38:30,
195th).
Harrison, Lampkins, and Deo
Smith also ran personal-best 8K
times.
Through the seven competitions, Keith Smith posted team-

best 8K and 6K times for
Longwood with his school-record
efforts of 28:18 and 22:14, respectively.
Other season-best times (8K,
6K) include Gibbs (30:40, 23:10),
Harrison (31:33, 25:02), Spece
(31:54), sophomore Joel Burkett/
Chesterfield (Manchester) (31:56),
Lampkins (33:08, 24:35), and Deo
Smith (38:30,28:35).
The Lancers had one top five
team finish this fall; their best team
effort in the three years, among
five top 10 team finishes overall.
Longwood could return as
many as six letterwinners for the
2004 campaign.

Men s Golf Establishes New School Record
(Peterborough Collegiate) with
his one-under par 68-70-74Longwood University estab- 212 to finish in a tie for 12thlished a new school-record place individually among the
scoring total for 54-holes of 76 golfers.
291-277-289-857 to finish fifth
Joyce's 212 total is also a
among 14 teams at the new school-record for 54Tennessee-Chattanooga/Sonic holes. Joyce was followed by
Intercollegiate October 13-14 junior Trey Deal/Martinsville
in Tennessee.
(Martinsville) (72-69-73-214, tNCAA
Division
I 20th), sophomore Kevin
Qefferson
Jacksonville State University Johnson/Forest
won the event with its 832 total Forest) (74-69-72-215, t-25th),
at the 6,149-yard, par 71 Signal freshman Brett Chambers/
Mountain Country Club.
Mount Sidney (Fort Defiance)
The Lancers, the only non- (77-69-70-216, t-27th), along
Division I team in the tourna- with senior Matt Paciocco/
ment, set new team scoring Richmond (Mills Godwin) (80records for 18 (277), 36 (568), 71-80-231, t-68th).
and 54 (857) holes.
Longwood, coached by
Kevin
Fillman, has enjoyed an
Longwood will conclude its
fall season October 20-21 at the outstanding fall through three
East Carolina Invitational in tournaments (144 holes), led
North Carolina.
by
first-year
standout
In Tennessee, Longwood was Chambers who has posted a
led by sophomore Michael low scoring average of 71.38
Joyce/Peterborough, Ontario with two school-record rounds
Sports Information

of 66.
Chambers is followed by
Joyce (72.88, 68), Deal (73.75,
69), Johnson (71.67, 69, 54holes),
freshman
Chris
Shuford/Fredericksburg
(Colonial Forge) (75.00, 74, 36holes),
senior
Carl
Magnusson/Linkoping,
Sweden
(Katedralskolan)
(75.67, 75, 54-holes), Paciocco
(77.00, 71, 108-holes), along
with senior Mike Nemcosky/
Chesapeake (Great Bridge)
(79.00, 77, 36-holes).
The Lancers are averaging
291.63 as a team, a scoring pace
that would also set a new team
record.
Longwood is scheduled to
open its spring campaign
March 8-9, 2004 at the
Butler/North-South
Intercollegiate in Jacksonville
Beach, Fla., a 36-hole event at
the Jacksonville Beach Golf
Club.

Women s Golf Team Finishes 7tt
Sports Information

The
Longwood
University
women's golf team shot a final
round of 314 this afternoon to
capture seventh place (308-302314=924) out of 17 teams at the
East Carolina Fall Intercollegiate
October 13-14.
Mississippi State snapped East
Carolina's two year winning streak
at the tournament with a team

score of 894.
Longwood was led by junior
Tiffany Woodyer (Braunton,
North Devon, England/ Millfield
School) who took 18th place (7277-77=226).
Woodyer was followed by
sophomore Stephanie Hicks
(Bumpass, Va./Louisa County)
(73-75-79=227, t-19th), junior
Amanda Diamond (Leesburg,
Va./ Potomac Falls) (82-74-

78=234, t"39th), Junior Tucker
McCarthy (Richmond, Va./
Douglas
Freeman)
(81-7880=239, t-62nd) and senior Mary
Milage (Ennismore, Ontario,
Canada/St. Peter's Secondary)
(83-76-81=240, t-67th).
The Lancers conclude their fall
tournament schedule at the
FlU/Pat Bradley Intercollegiate
October 21-November 2 in
Miami, Fla.

ROOMMATE WANTED!
Longwood Village Apartments
ONLY $365/month!
Available: Immediately! Perfect timing to begin the
Spring 2004 semester
Includes:
*Water
♦Electricity
*Heat/Air Conditioning
•High-speed internet connection
* Use of state-of-the-art clubhouse,
swimming pool, and hot tub
CONVENIENT LOCATION!
DISCOUNTED RENT!!!!
Interested? Contact Loren x2816 or after 9
p.m. at 390-2988. Contact via email at
alorenhatcher@yahoo.com

Women s Cross Country
News (Woodside) (28:25,
130th). Robinson and Moser
each ran personal-best 6K
Longwood University totaled times.
305 points to finish 12th
Through the seven compeamong 19 teams at the titions, Walton posted teamGettysburg
Invitational best 5K and 6K times for
October 18 in Pennsylvania. Longwood with her individIt was the final competi- ual race-winning efforts of
tion of the season for the 20:41 and 24:43, respectively.
Lancers, in their third year of
Other season-best times
existence under first-year (5K, 6K) include Robinson
head coach Rich Firth.
(20:43, 25:25), Denby (21:39,
At Gettysburg, Longwood 26:52), Moser (21:46, 25:35),
was led by junior Lynette Miller (23:21,27:54), graduate
Robinson/Mineral (Louisa student Theresa Bridge/
Co.) who finished 36th over- Farmville (Prince Edward
all among 191 runners with Co.) (24:11), and senior Leslie
her time of 25:25 in the 6K Lineberry/Glen
Allen
race.
(Hermitage) (26:26).
Robinson was followed by
The Lancers won two races
senior
Kristel
Moser/ this fall among five top five
Roanoke (Northside) (25:35, team finishes, including their
42nd), along with juniors first Virginia Division II-III
Jessica Walton/Williamsburg State Championship, and had
Qamestown) (26:09, 58th), six top 10 team finishes overTiffany all.
Denby/Charlottesville
Longwood could return as
(Monticello) (27:12, 90th), many as four letterwinners
and Holly Miller/Newport for the 2004 campaign.
Sports Information

Sports
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Rick Blanc Joins Baseball Program; Doug
Thibault Joins Men's Basketball Program
Sports Information
:>ngwood University Athletics
has announced the appointment
of two new assistant coaches at
tlie institution. Rick Blanc is the
OCW assistant coach for baseball;
and Doug Thibault is a new volunteer assistant for men's basketball.
These latest coaching appointments coincide with Longwood's
current four-year reclassification
period toward NCAA Division I
certification in 2007 as part of an
overall strategic plan to raise the
visibility and profile of the
University.
"We have selected Coach Blanc
:rom a sizeable number of applicants, and we feel that he is an
excellent choice as we move to
Division I," said veteran baseball
head coach Buddy Bolding. "His
strong pitching background in
both collegiate and professional
baseball as both a player and
coach will serve Longwood
Baseball very well.
"He is a diligent worker, a long-

hour man, and is just what I have
been looking for.
"His youthful enthusiasm,
resourcefulness, sophistication,
modern approach to recruiting
and player development, and my
get down and dirty old school
style should make for a fine
coaching team.
"Moreover, Coach Blanc is
scholarly, emotionally mature
beyond his years and, like me he
likes to win & better than that, he
doesn't like to lose," he added. "I
look forward to building a successful Division 1 baseball program with Coach Blanc standing
between the lines with me on
Lancer Field."
Blanc has served as a pitching
coach for the Chillicothe Paints
of the Independent Frontier
League since April 2002.
He was responsible for the
pitching staff with the Paints
while developing the running
program and bullpen workouts
as well as assisting in player
recruitment and signings.
Blanc played for Chillicothe

from 1998-2002, earning IFL
Pitcher of the Year honors in
2001 with a 13-1 record, and was
a two-time IFL All-Star (2001,
2002).
The two-time team MVP
(2001, 2002) posted a five-year
career record of 28-14 with a 3.80
ERA and 12 saves with the Paints.
Blanc also has previous coaching experience at Adrian (Mich.)
College (2001-02) and Sylvania
(Ohio) Southview High School
(1998-03), and has worked as a
scout and consultant for Premier
Scouting Service in Ohio since
1998.
"This is a very exciting time for
Longwood University Athletics
and I am very excited to have the
opportunity to be here," said
Blanc. "I am looking forward to
working with and learning from
Coach Bolding. The Longwood
baseball program has a strong
history and I see it getting even
stronger with the move to
Division I."

See COACHES p. 18
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NFL Update: Week 7
Pat Sullivan
Staff Writer
If one thing is certain it is that
nothing is certain in the NFL
anymore!
Another thing people should
realize by now, the Chiefs and the
Vikings are looking like actual
Super Bowl contenders.
After Stephen Davis and the
Panthers got the first notch in the
'L' column courtesy of the Titans,
Minnesota and Kansas City are
last unbeatens in the league.
In a week many expected them
to get their first loss, the Vikings
pulled one out against a banged
up Broncos team.
The other undefeated team,
Kansas City, was one yard away
from what could have been a
Monday Night head-hanger
against their bitter rivals, the
Oakland Raiders. Could a Vikings
vs. Chiefs Super Bowl be leering
around the corner? Naw... well
maybe, anything could happen
now a days!
Speaking of anything happening, the Jets have actually put two
wins together after defeating the

Texans and are getting Chad
Pettington back. Last year they
were under similar circumstances and made the playoffs,
could some deja vu pop-up?
On the other side of the east
coast New England finally managed to win in Miami while
another Florida native, Tampa
Bay, suffered similar results in
San Fran.
In the NFC East, the
Redskins continue to fall after a
loss to the Bills, while somehow,
-cough:: Bill Parcells ::cough::,
the Cowboys continue to gain
ground after a complete beat
down on the Lions.
The struggling Eagles were
able to move in right behind the
Cowboys after edging the
Giants.
Marvin Lewis's Bengals
scored a victory against his old
team, the Ravens, buts its
Baltimore who may have the
last laugh, as they are still number one in the AFC North.
At least some things are still
certain, the Bears can still

See NFL p. 18

Men s Tennis Makes Records
Sports Information
Longwood University participated
ihe Old Point National Bank
! A Invitational in Newport
.i'\vs October 17-19.
The predominantly NCAA
'ivMnn 1 event was of singles
:id doubles format only with no
cam scores, and was the final
anpetitiorj of the fall for die
Lancets.
Sophomore Diego Quiros/
<juesada, Costa Rica (Maria
Inmaculadaj led Longwood with
his 3-2 singles record in Flight C
as he reached the consolation
finals before falling 8-3 to an
opponent from the University of
Richmond.
Others competing in singles
included senior Garrett Green/
Fredericksburg (Stafford) (2-2,
Flight D), sophomore Justin
Dorsk/Virginia
Beach
(Kempsville) (1-1, Flight D),
freshman Rashko Patnikov/
Bankya, Bulgaria (Smirnenski) (12, Flight A), sophomore Dan

Conte/Midlothian (Monacan) (01, Flight D), along with junior
Chris
Newman/Chesapeake
Hickory) (0-2, Flight A) and
sophomore Ian Young/Bowie,
Md. (Eleanor Roosevelt (0-2,
Flight B).
In doubles, Quiros and Young
led' the Lancers with their 1-1
record in Flight C, followed by
Patnikov and Newman (0-1,
Flight A) along with (ireen and
Dorsk (0-1, Flight D).
Through two fall tournaments,
Patnikov led Longwood with his
3-3 record in singles.
Other records included Quiros
(3-5), Green (2-2), Dorsk (1-1),
Newman (1-4), Come (0-1), and
Young (0-5). In doubles,
Patnikov and Newman were 1-3,
followed by Quiros and Young
(1-4), along with Green and
Dorsk (0-1).
Longwood is scheduled to
open its spring campaign
February 21, 2004, hosting
Augusta State University at the
Lancer Courts.

Take Back the Night
Tuesday October 28th
9 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom

CsmmunrtyJUtvtcacyJUIIucawtuIri
like tt ctifratiltte Its ROW mamlMrs:
Mary Dickerson, Jamie Fletcher, Chelsea Higgs, Dana Kavanagh, Don Butler,
Dave Barciz, Dana Barr, Eric Marsteller, and Adrienne Hampton!
CAA is committed to creating an alliance of persons who seek to fundamentally change the
environment of support for those who experience discrimination or prejudice. Contact Jenn Dize
(jmdize@longwood.edu) or Jessica Smith (jtsmith@longwood.edu) for more information.
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Women s Field Hockey Season Gomes to a Close
Sports Information

The Longwood University field
hockey squad took on thirdranked Lock Haven and
Mansfield on the road this
weekend.
At Lock Haven, the Lady
Eagles appeared on the board at
the 34:05 mark of the first half
when Megan Kurtz scored on a
penalty shot.
Lock Haven held the 1-0
advantage going in to the break.
Lady Eagle Sarah Huber scored
twice in the second period
along with Courtney Hughes to
give the Lady Eagles a 4-0 lead.
With 52 seconds left in the
game, Longwood junior Lorrie
Watts (Fredericksburg, Va./
Stafford) put in the Lancers'
lone goal off an assist from
freshman Jen Hawkins (Virginia
Beach, Va./Cox), but it wasn't
enough as the Lady Eagles
defeated the Lancers 4-1.
Watts led Longwood with
four shots, while Marina Sizow
(Virginia
Beach,
Va./
Kempsville), Shannon Ratte

(Virginia
Beach,
Va./
Kempsville)
and
Katy
Lernihan
(Fredericksburg,
Va./Chancellor) had one shot
each.
Lancer
keeper
Julie
Patterson (Esmont, Va./
Monticello) tallied her best performance in net this season
with 25 saves.
The Lady Eagles split time
in net between Melissa
Stubblefield (64 min., 3 saves, 0
GA) and Megan Barclay (6
min., 2 saves, 1 GA).
At Mansfield, Longwood
doubled-up
on
the
Mountaineers 6-3 at Spaulding
Field.
Hawkins put Longwood on
the board at the 16 minute
mark of the first half off a
cross from sophomore midfielder Julie Price (Stafford,
Va./North Stafford).
Hawkins then set up a pass
to Watts for the Lancers' next
goal. Sophomore forward
Echo Naugle (Virginia Beach,
Va./Princess Anne) sent one in
at the 8:56 mark off a pass

from Watts and scored again
two minutes later off another
Hawkins' assist.
Mansfield got on the board
before the end of the half, making the score 4-1 going into the
break.
Naugle put another one in at
the beginning of the second
period, getting her first hat trick
of the season.
The Mountaineers would
score two more times, but it
wasn't enough as freshman
defender
Katie
Murphy
(Virginia Beach, Va./Princess
Anne) sealed the victor)' scoring with 17:33 left in the game.
The Lancers held a 23-19
advantage on shots, while
Mansfield controlled the penalty corners 17-5.
Longwood's
defensive
efforts from senior midfielder
Erin Sixsmith (Alexandria, Va./
West Potomac), Ratte and
Sizow also contributed to the
Lancer win.
The Lancers will take on topranked Shippensburg October
25 at 3 p.m., then return to face

Roanoke October 27 at 3 p.m.
With only three games,
Longwood continues to put up
a balanced scoring attack with
11 Lancers having found the
back of the net this season.
After her hat-trick performance on Sunday, Naugle comes
off the bench to lead the
Lancers with seven goals on 22
shots (.318).
Hawkins, Price, Watts and
sophomore midfielder Alexis
Ramey (Westminster, Calif./
Marina) have five goals each
while Lernihan and senior
Andrea Wilkinson (Chantilly,
Va./ChantiUy) have three.
Watts, who is currently
ranked second nationally in
assists per game (.860), has
seven on the season, followed
by Sixsmith with six and
Hawkins and sophomore Sarah
Hitchings (Virginia Beach,
Va./Kempsville) with three.
In goal, Patterson ranks fifth
nationally in saves this season
with 162 stops in 1,080 minutes
and has a saves percentage of
.779.

SOCCER cont'd p. 15
shirt
freshman
Stacy
Crites/Manassas (Osbourn) (1
goal, 0.18) with two points each.
Naill has played 922 minutes in
front of the net, allowing nine
goals (0.88) with 41 saves for an
.880 save percentage with six
shutouts.
Naill, with 24 career shutouts,
ranks second all-time for the
Lancers (Amy Kennedy, 25,199700).
Storrie has played 336 minutes
in front of the net, allowing eight
goals (2.14) with 17 saves for a
.680 save percentage with one
shutout, and freshman keeper
Nicole Bossieux/Mechanicsville
(Atlee) has played 24 minutes in
front of the net, allowing no goals
(0.00).
Following the Howard contest,
Longwood returns home to
Lancer Field for its final two
matches of the season.
The Lancers will host Division
I Virginia Military Institute
October 26 at 5 p.m. before closing the campaign against Division
III Virginia Wesleyan College
October 29 at 6 p.m. during
Senior Night.

Sports
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Yankees/Marlins Match-up
May Be the Best of the Year
Shannon Harrison
PR Manager
As the opening pitch from David
Wells screamed across the plate
Saturday night, it was evident the
2003 World Series would be one
of the best in Major League history.
Brought by brilliance and
sheer talent, the Yankees and
Marlins met this weekend to
scuffle out game one and ultimately earn jhe~~title~ of world
champiof
Both teams, clearly dominating
their/conferences in league play,
ife/e conscious they had the
|Tpability of earning bids to the
IC'orld Series.
The Yankees, power-housing
the American League with a solid
pitching staff and the depth of a
strong bullpen, showed fans and
teams abroad that steady pitching
followed by a proficient offense
could produce a game-winnrng

season.
They took the Boston Red
Sox to seven games in the ALCS
(American League Conference
Series), and prevailed with a
game winning home run by
Aaron Boone.
This win gave the Yankees the
American I-eague Pennant and
an opportunity to host game 1
of the 2003 World Series.
On the contrary, the Florida
Marlins proved to the world that
a dominant, run-driving offense
accompanied by a steady defense
could prevail in season play.
Facing elimination in the
NLCS
(National
League
Conference Series), the Florida
Marlins came back from a 3
game to 1 deficit to overcome
the Chicago Cubs.
This included a long eightrun-scoring inning, late in game
6, to bring the Marlins back and
later win the National league
Pennant.

With such diversity in both
clubs, this seven-game series
could prove to be the number
one sporting event of the year.
Both teams have earned their
spots in the world championship
on virtually complete opposite
tangents.
This would not only create a
series of suspense and hardplayed baseball, but also give
viewers an aspect on different
techniques of management.
To catch a glimpse of the
series yourself, you can tune into
your local FOX television station
at the following scheduled dates:
Game 4 Wednesday, October
22nd (at Florida); Game 5
Thursday, October 23rd. (at
Florida); Game 6 (if necessary)
Saturday, October 25th (at New
York); and Game 7 (if necessary)
Sunday, October 23rd (at New
York). This is definitely a series
worth watching and a must-see
for sport-lovers abroad.

Women s Soccer Player Phoebe
Munson: Record Breaker 2003
Kelly Fischer
Staff Writ*

y^?^

In I.ongwood University's book
of records, a new name, Phoebe
Munson, will be added.
This I^ongwood senior broke
the record for Career Goals for
a Longwood woman soccer
player on Saturday October 18,
2003 at a game against High
Point University held on Lancer
Field.
The previous career record of
44 goals was held by Erin
Hirschi (1997-00).
Munson broke that record by
making her 45th career goal in
the second half of the game
against High Point University
on Saturday.
Munson broke away with the
ball and beat the keeper from
HPU to finish with the recordbreaking goal.

When asked about her
thoughts on her accomplishment, she stated, "I feel like I
accomplished one of my goals.
Going into this 2003 Fall sea-.
son I was determined to break
the record. We have 3 more
games, I am hoping to score
more for the record to be
unbeatable for a litde while."
With that kind of confklence
it's not hard to see how Phoebe
has also received other recognitions.
Munson spoke about her
career at 1/Dngwood and said,
"Career playing at Longwood
has been awesome. I've started
every game since freshman
year; we won the CVAC
(Carolinas-Virginia
Athletic
Conference) the last possible
season we could, last fall. Not
"only did I-come out first place
with my team, I was also named

CVAC
tournament
MVP.
Throughout the years, I've been
very blessed to receive many
honors and awards."
Phoebe Munson hails from
Virginia Beach and attended
Tallwood High School.
Her plans after graduation
from I-ongwood in May 2003
are undecided as of now.
She quickly says, "Though
traveling is definitely in the
books!"
When asked for some comments on soccer in general
Munson quotes, with emotion,
her Longwood soccer coach,
Coach
Dyer.
"Somewhere
behind the athlete you've
become, and the hours of practice, and the coaches who
pushed you, is the litde boy/girl
who fell in love with the game,
and never looked back. Play for
him/her."

October 23,2003
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A native of Sylvania, Ohio,
Blanc earned his bachelor of science degree in technology from
Bowling Green State University in
1998 where he was a starting
pitcher and led the Division I
Falcons to the 1998 NCAA
Tournament and Mid-American
Conference championship.
Thibault previously was the
head men's basketball coach at
Jamestown Community College in
01ean,N.Y. during 2001-02.
He has also been an assistant
coach at North Idaho College
(2000-01),
Howard
(Texas)
College (1999-2000), Washington
fTenn.) College Academy Prep
School (1998-99), and at Treasure
Valley (Ore.) Community College
(1994-98).
Thibault has worked numerous
summer camps and coaching
activities at Gonzaga University,
Eastern Washington University,
Furman University, Wake Forest
University,
Oregon
State

University, Western Washington
University, the- University of
Oregon, Southern Utah University,
and with the Portland Trailblazers
of the NBA
"I am very pleased to have Doug
Thibault join our coaching staff,"
stated men's basketball head coach
Mike Gillian. "It says a lot about
the progress our basketball program has made in a short period of
rime to have someone of Doug's
ability and character join us in this
position.
He brings fantastic experience
with him to Longwood, having
been involved in basketball at many
different levels over the past eight
years.
"1 know Doug to be a hard
working and dedicated professional
who will share in the commitment
we have made to being a successful
Division I basketball program."
A native of Eagle Point, Ore.,
Thibault earned his bachelor of
science degree in political science
from Boise State University in
1998.

suck."
Player of the Week: The New
snatch defeat from the jaws of LT (LaDainian Tomlinson)!
victory as they did against the Rushed for 200 yards caught for
21 more and broke a 70 plus yard
Seahawks.
Brett Favre still struggles in run for the first game winner for
domes, especially when his Marty and The Chargers this year
Packers are facing the Rams. No against the Browns.
Tell Me When: ...will Andy
Vick for Atlanta, No Vick-tory
for Adanta, no surprise to any- Reid and Donavon McNabb shallow their pride and start an Eagle
one, especially New Orleans.
quarterback
who doesn't have a
With all this parody going on
in the word, at least one thing is sprained thumb... and complete
safe to say, "the Cardinals still more than 9 passes for 64 yards.

NFL cont'd p. 16
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Under L»od Under Fire
U-VTRE

The pledge of allegiance case,
which will be heard by the
Supreme Court without conservative Justice Antonin Scalia next
year, will bring forth not onlyquestions of the constitutionality
of the phrase "under God" in the
pledge, but also the issue of legal
standing.
The case, brought forth by
atheist Michael Newdow, argues
that his right as a parent is being
infringed upon when his 9-yearold daughter is forced to accept
others' religious beliefs by reciting the pledge every day in
school.
- Reviewed by the 9th Circuit,
the San Francisco-based liberal
federal appeals court ruled thatthe public schools' reciting the
pledge's phrase "under God" was
unconstitutional. However, the
9th Circuit's decisions are often
over ruled by the more conservative Supreme Court.
Acting as his own lawyer,
Newdow faces two key questions
before the court: whether he had
legal standing at the time the case
was filed and whether or not the
school policy that says teachers
are "required to lead willing students" in the pledge is constitutional.
"The father is asserting that he
is entitled to the upbringing of
his daughter and what she is
exposed to at school," said Steve
Wermiel,
Professor
of
Constitutional Law at American
University. "The pledge is preventing him from shaping her
religious beliefs but that may not
survive the question of standing."
"They may throw out the case
based on this alone without saying anything about the law," he
said.
Newdow has recendy gained
legal custody of his daughter.
However, there are reports that
his daughter does not object to
the pledge at all.
"The problem is whether the
father, at the time of filing, actually was an injured party because
at the time of the filing he did
not have legal custody. But he
isn't asserting [his daughter's]
rights, he's raising his own," said
Wermiel.
While the first issue of stand-
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PATRIOT Cont'd p. 3

before conducting an otherwise
authorized search if such an
announcement would provoke
The ".sneak and peak" amend
mem (Section 213 of USAPA) the escape of the suspect or
allows delayed notification of destruction of critical evidence."
Section 206 of the Patriot Act
search warrants.
Of course, as with most all makes a provision for "roving
instances, officials are required to wiretaps" to be used in terrorist
have a warrant of some sort cases.
Roving wiretaps have been
before they enter a suspect's
used for years to allow officials to
premises.
For purposes of this article, 1 monitor an individual who
will limit the explanation to changes phones instead of having
phone taps, although a major to acquire a warrant for every
intention of the act was to extend phone number a suspect may use.
The
Electronic
the privacy protections that related to phone use to the internet Communications Privacy Act of
(i.e. officials had to obtain a 1986 and the Unites States v Petti
Wiretap or Pen Warrant for inter- both made allowances for such a
net communications intercep- method.
tion).
Section 215 is the Business
Under 213 an official is Records Provision, which allows
allowed to enter into one's prem- investigators to obtain docuises and tap the phone without ments related to terrorist activiletting the suspect know about it ties including, in theory, docufor a "reasonable" amount of ments from libraries.
Grand juries have always been
time.
On the face of it, the amend- able to subpoena records if they
ment does seem far-reaching, but are relevant to a criminal investiis all too reasonable when applied gation, now counter-terrorism
to a practical case.
officials can use it.
There is no way a terror susAside from that, privacy cases
pect would continue to talk on have been decided on the basis of
the phone after officials notified whether or not the accused had a
"reasonable expectation of privahim of the tap.
This section was upheld prior cy-"
Does a computer user in a
to its codification in Kat% v United
library have a reasonable expectaStates.
The court ruled: "Officers tion of privacy?
need not announce their purpose
Not if checking out library

books or web surfing is revealed
to a third party.
Courts have repeatedly denied
fourth- amendment protection to
individuals who willingly submit
private information to third par
ties.
This section would allow investigators to obtain information
from flight training schools if
there is a suspicion that terrorists
had used such a school to train for
terror acts.
Although
the
Justice
Department and other officials
could subpoena records from the
library to see who read Catcher in
the \\ye in 1993, it's not very likely
they will, let alone, whether a
judge would issue a warrant for
such a request.
While there are many other
sections of the law, the aforementioned are ones that have received
the most media attention, even
though most of their mention was
•in passing.
Mainstream media oudets have
failed to inform people of the
details of the law.
While violations are possible
(as violations are possible with all
laws) the chance of such intrusions are not probable.
As always thfvalidity of law
should be judged in the context of
justice by fair, balanced, and judicious minds.
Hyperbole can be relegated to
network news.

Productions and WMLU 91.3
have been feuding for years
about Oktoberfest and Spring
Weekend and who can provide
better entertainment.
Could
not
Lancer
Productions (which is appropriated well over $100,000 yearly)
and WMLU (which is appropriated
somewhere
between
$50,000 and $70,000 a year)
work together to make one kickass weekend?
That remains to be seen.
Perhaps one of the goals of
this new "University" concept,
should be for campus organizations, both Greek and non-

Greek, to work together for the
common good of bettering
Longwood.
This would not only foster a
sense of community that the
administration has been trying
for years to create, but it would
make the entire campus infrastructure work more efficiendy,
which would bolster student satisfaction.
Maybe then, we would have
this thing called school spirit,
which seems to be seriously lacking at our institution.
Then we could all proudly say
that we went to Longwood
University.

ing • may end the case without
comment on the school board's
policy, the courts framing of the
second point reframes the argument in terms of "willing students."
"While the 9th Circuit ruling
had a plausible basis, by emphasizing the school board policy,
the court skewed the issue. Part
of the Supreme Court's rationale
is to protect the center and focus
on willing students because the
only objector seems to be Mr.
Newdow," said Case Western
Reserve law Professor Jonathan
Entin.
Adding another layer to the
case, Justice Antonin Scalia has
recused himself from hearing the
case, offering no explanation,- as
is custom with the court. This
absence opens up the possibility
of a 4-4 split, which would allow
the 9th Circuit ruling to stand.
"I really don't think he needed
to recuse himself. I guess we
don't want justices to comment
on pending cases, but there is
nothing that Justice Scalia said
that would come as a surprise to
anyone based on his work and
other speeches on church-state
related issues," said Wermiel.
Entin agreed. "He made a
comment off the bench, but justices, in opinions, often indicate
their feelings on things. His comments were probably ill advised,
but had he made them in an Cont'd UNITY p. 3
opinion he might have had to
But this bothers me on an
recuse himself," he said.
entirely different level as well.
Newdow had filed papers on . Are other organizations on
September 9 with the court ask- campus as uncooperative?
Do not all campus organizaing Scalia to remove himself citing that he violated the code of tions exist to serve the campus
conduct for United States judges community and to provide the
that states, "Judges should avoid students with an opportunity to
public comment on the merits of get involved?
a pending or impending action."
Do not all these organizations
This came from comments Scalia exist for the betterment of
made on the case at a January Longwood?
Religious Freedom Day rally in
I think so, but apparently
there are organizations that disFredericksburg, VA.
"I think in this case we must agree with me.
ask what impact it will have on
For
example,
Lancer
our civic life if it ends in a 4-4 tie.
Meaning, is there a greater harm
that Justice Scalia may have bias
than if we had a definite answer.
Some may say yes, but I think the
question needs to be asked," said
Wermiel.
The case. Elk Ridge Unified
School District v. Newdow, will
be heard early next year.
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